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Chairman Hutchinson and other members of the Committee. Thank you for the

opportunity to provide testimony on behalf of the Professional Recyclers of Pennsylvania

regarding their support for the le-authorization of the recycling fee in Act 1 01.

My name is Barbara Baker, here today in l-ny capacity as a Board Member for the

Professional Recyclers of Pennsylvania (PROP). PROP is an association of recycling

professionals working to ensure that all recyclable materials in the Pennsylvania waste stream

are, in f'act, optimally recycled. PROP uses a variety of programs and tools to connect, educate
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and infoma our members and the recycling community to help them develop and maintain the

skills, knowledge and ability needed to realize their vision.

As an association in the Commonwealth of Pemasylvania, PROP has geared its purpose

and mission around strategies that make for an effective practice in the realm of recycling. These

strategies include offering an annual conference as well as workshops, tours, and webinars

throughout the state to keep constituents informed on the latest trends and effective practices in

recycling. PROP also offers a certification program that puts professionals on the right career track

and ensures that those certified will have the appropriate skills to be a I'ecycling professional.

Lastly, they continue to develop and maintain a strong network where members can interact and

connect to solve immediate issues and look to collaborate on projects.

The waste management industry is a growing industry with recycling being at the

forefront. With the changes of new technology and changes in the recycling markets at home and

abroad the issue of recycling is ever-changing. Pennsylvania businesses and industries generate

at least 20 million tons of municipal solid waste each year. Peiulsylvania has 46 active landfills

and six resource recovery facilities to manage this municipal waste. Today 1 1 .6 million
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residents, 94% of the state's population have access to convenient means of recycling and 79%

have access through roughly 1,050 curbside pick-up programs. The funding needed to covet all

these residents and facilities is found from the recycle 6ee in Act 101 . The recycling funds

provide grants for local collection programs, public education, materials processing and

composting facilities, and for equipment and technical training.

As you know Senator Tom Killion introduced SB 646 and it was unanimously passed by

'ttiFS 'h ;;;:hi;;Bali;k

Appropriations Comnaittec on June 6tt '

SB 646 doesn't look to make drastic changes to Act 101 of 1988, lather it looks to change

one aspect of the bill to preserve and protect the already effective work the state of Pennsylvania

has done on its contribution to recycling. A ste in

municipalities that have a population over 1 0,000 and in some cases 5,000. It also authorizes

partial funding for county solid waste plans, recycling programs, equipment and education,

county recycling coordinators, and incentives to municipalities based on the tons of material

recycled. Since its enactment 1 ,700 communities have implemented mtmicipal recycling

programs.

SB 646 aims to amend the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling, and Waste Reduction

Act by re-authorizing the recycling fee, repealing the sunset fee. Once the sunset fee has been
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e[iminated, the goa] is to update Act 10] by making universa] access to convenient and

affordable trash disposal and recycling a reality.

We strongly seek support for SB 646 for not only the envirorunental impact that it has on

our comlnunitics but because of the economic impact it holds as well. Not only does it save

money but it also produces revenue as well. The $2 fee will generate $38 million dollars in

revenue this fiscal year. As we approach the deadline for a budget, this hight seem like a drop in

the bucket but the elimination of these funds has serious implications. Such as:

e

©

e

e

Recycling Hotline, Recycling Market Center, and Technical Assistance programs

will lose funding

Fx.ulding for DGS, DCED, and PennDot will expire in 2020

Pemlsylvania counties have received over I million dollars each year to provide

funding for County Recycling Coordinators and over 2 million dollars each year

to fund planning

Municipalities and counties have received over 19 million dollars towards

recycling programs and education and over 16 million dollars in recycling

performance grants eacll year.

The question thus arises, with tile recycling fee eliminated where will the money required for

these programs come from? The result will be that grant progratns will be discontinued, yet the

requirements set forth in Act 101 will remain.

I'he benefits of a well-run municipality with support funding for recycling programs can

make all the difference in a community. Recycling has many benefits other than the obvious of

diverting waste from entering landfills.
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Kecycliilg conserves natural resources such as time)er, water, aitd minerals

e Recycling prevents pollution by reducing the need to collect new raw tilat

e Recycling saves enei'gy

e Recycling reduces greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to global climate change

Recycling helps sustain the environment for fixture generations

Recycling helps create new well-payingjobs in the recycling and manufacturing

industries in the Commonwealth

The Commonwealth has been a great working partner when it comes to the development

of this industry. In the 1 980s this act was one of several that created alternatives to the local town

dump and brought greater state and local regulation of trash disposal, better managed landfills

and a reduction in the flow of trash to landfills through household and commercial recycling

Pennsylvania became the Htrst paige state to mandate recycling for its residents in 1 988. They had

recognized the benefits of this law and it has proven fruitful to Pennsylvania communities and

municipalities

©
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e

I appreciate the opportLmity to offer input for consideration of SB 646. As outlined, the

need for funding for recycling programs is a keystone in ensuring Pennsylvania citizens have

access and are educated about our effective, efHcient and environmentally responsible solid

waste, recycling, composting and hazardous waste disposal programs. I urge you to support SB

646 because of the environmental and economic impact that it holds.
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